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Learn to juggle using the author's step-by-step instruction he calls the Carlo technique. Anyone can

learn to juggle, just like anyone can learn to ride a bike!
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Learn to juggle using the author's step-by-step instruction he calls the Carlo technique. Anyone can

learn to juggle, just like anyone can learn to ride a bike!

Stop shopping and start practicing.Hardly the epic of one's youth but the great detail and thorough

going of this not so slim book got me up and juggling at sixteen (in the 1970s). I've not seen another

since that did one tenth the job of this, and I have been looking. It is complete and masterful and

has stood up to all that have followed. You will miss much in demonstrations on U tube and

elsewhere that is carefully put down and explained here. I've given away many copies to beginning

jugglers and will continue to do so.

as described

Stop shopping and start practicing.Hardly the epic of one's youth but the great detail and thorough

going of this not so slim book got me up and juggling at sixteen (in the 1970s). I've not seen another

since that did one tenth the job of this, and I have been looking. It starts from just throwing and

catching to advanced skills in easy though thorough steps. It is complete and masterful and has

stood up to all that have followed. You will miss much in demonstrations on U tube and elsewhere



that is carefully written down and explained here. I've given away many copies to beginning jugglers

and will continue to do so.

I first read this book a long time ago, in the 80s sometime, and by going through it methodically

gained a lifetime of enjoyment from this most invigorating pastime, which is good for the mind and

body. A practical consequence of juggling frequently is that you get juggler's reflexes, and you tend

to catch things that are falling by accident, sometimes grabbing a falling knife by the wrong end, but

often wowing bystanders as you catch, juggle, and save a falling crystal vase or something

someone dropped or knocked off a shelf...

I first read this book about 20 years ago. It is the best and most complete work on ball juggling (with

chapters on rings and clubs) around. It is very slow and thorough and well worth the effort to get

through. I have been juggling for more than 20 years and I still refer to my copy from time to time
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